CLAUDE BOUDEAU
« Claude Boudeau :
L’ivresse peut nous faire tutoyer les cimes ou nous rejeter au bas des trottoirs,
presque agonisant, comme un poisson jeté sur la grève.
Claude Boudeau dans ses performances interroge souvent cette limite qui entre la
pesanteur et la grâce, entre le déchirement et l’altitude, ressemble à s’y m’éprendre
au fil tendu du funambule que décrit Zarathoustra.
Nietzschéen, ce jeune performeur l’est assurément, sachant que la dimension
tragique de l’homme, toute grecque, réside précisément en cette tension entre
l’Apollonien et le Dionysiaque. Bien assis sur leurs tabourets, les consommateurs
dociles ne connaîtront jamais la transe ni la déchéance de ramper sur le sol mais ils
sont condamnés à une existence de perruche sur leur perchoir et en cage. »
Laurent Devèze, in « L’art contemporain peut-il être une fête ? » at l’Aspirateur
Narbonne, septembre 2017.

Lives and works in Besançon, France.
It’s undoubtedly the wish to assume my body that brought me to performance ;
inspired by the works of Marina Abramovic, Kendell Geers, Abel Azcona or Andreas
Pashias whose works are always « situated ».
After studies in Belfort and Besançon (Master Art at ISBA), I stayed in different
countries like Greece or Taiwan. This wish for expatriation, refusing exoticism also
structure my work.
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Between child’s play and war game, I make advance the toy soldier in front of me,
and cross the road. I’m crushed by this little character ; I make it big enough to stop
the traffic, and erase myself behind.
At the end of the tour, I bring the soldier at the top of a garbage’s pile, where I
found it : triumphant.

During the workshop "The Marathon" - Athens Performance Art Workshop / at
Eleonas, Athens - Gr / 14th - 20th September - 2015.
special day with Dagmar I. Glausnitzer Smith.

Alea, at Eleonas, Athens - Gr / September 2015 ; pictures by Anniken Weber.

Bradan Feasa - 2015

Result of the workshop "The Marathon" - Athens Performance Art Workshop / with
Epitelesis / at Booze Cooperativa, Athens - Gr / 20th September – 2015. Pictures by
Anniken Weber.
At the beginning of my residence in Greece, I was thinking about a performance
inspired by the Greek mythology, and specifically by chimeras. It’s finally during a
workshop with Dagmar I. Glausnitzer Smith, Zierle & Carter, Pashias and Francesco
Kiàis, I decided to act the chimera the most simply as possible. I only used the mask
as a way of cross-dressing, but a real fish head to stuck the action in reality. Then
my body follows the head (the mask) and start moving as a fish, thrown on the
floor.

Gaping mouth of a suffocated being ;
External fertilization of a corpse failed in the midst of a bar.

Pressio (2016-2018)
When I came back from Greece where demonstrations and riots were very
commons, I felt confused to see that France stood asleep on the situation in Europe
about the economic crisis or even about the refugees. On an other side, a lot of
french seemed very hostiles with a youth who said No in demonstrations like
Greece said Oxi to Europeans austerity measures.
Then I engaged a work in three parts, questioning our relation to the public space,
and more specifically the street. In each performance of this triptych, I used to act
with objects related to vehicles or road traffic.
I took these objects as protection elements for peoples, and reversed their function:
the protection goes against the expression of the body, then against a possible
revolt when in the street.

Pressio #1 - 2016

As part of the festival "Libres Regards"
with ISBA, Besançon / at Bar'Atteint
des Créatures, Belfort - Fr / 6th May 2016. Pictures by Michel Petit and
Marc Batifouiller.

Reversed. I say reversed, hit and violently thrown on the road : accident.
State of emergency, poor condition that turns into animality.
The revolt arrives, painful.
Pressio #1 (2016), Pressio #2 (2017), Pressio #3 (2018)

Pressio #3 - 2018

During a collective exhibition / with
collective Parabole, Besancon - Fr / at
l’Atelier de l’Etoile, Besancon - Fr / 16th
May - 2018. Pictures by Fabien
Guillermont.

A grenade as a fed-up.
The extinguisher as a poison.
Revolt as an urgency.

Pressio #2 - 2017

As part of the festival "Excentricités VIII
- Corps désirants / corps délirants" with ISBA, Besançon / at l'Entrepôt,
Besançon - Fr / 5th April - 2017.
Pictures by Clement Gerardin, Thomas
Perrin and Dominique Demangeot.

When car wings prevent flying.
Like windscreens and bumpers;
We drag all that protect us.

Haut-le-coeur - 2017

As part of the festival "Excentricités VIII - Corps désirants / Corps délirants", with
Manon Faivre. At Institut Supérieur des Beaux Arts, Besançon - Fr / 4th April - 2017.
Picture by Clement Gerardin.

Mandragore - 2017

As part of the multidisciplinar event "Back to the trees #6" / at Chamblay - Fr /with
ISBA, Besançon - Fr / 1st July 2017. Pictures by Clement Gerardin.

In this performance, I tried to explore the very paradoxical game of seduction. My
partner Manon Faivre and I, are simply putting our fingers in the throat of each
other, deeper and deeper. More the action continues, more we both turn on
ourselves, and the digestive spasms make us looking like a dancing couple.

A sicked dance. A sickening dance.
What attracts us and invites us, is also what rejects us ;
with the spasms of intoxication.
Words are not enough, we have to vomit it.

Hanged beast, suspended above a deep muddy water.
It tries to cross the river.
In its impetus, it holds, hangs, and drowns itself.
Passionate connection or shroud, it keeps the beast far from the looks.

Règlement - 2017

As part of the festival "ACT" / at Dampfzentrale, Bern - CH / with HKB Bern & Cold
Mountain / 11th April - 2017. Pictures by Julien Cadoret.

Enkidu - 2017

Pitiful chimera.
It drags its head,
heavy from a saturate language.
The mind, crumbled on the floor.
The reason spreads,
like so many bursts of life.
Tasks of blood/ashes on the macadam ;
this is a reckoning
between it and the street.

Dead beast or human monster.
Skillful from a language, he becomes primate again to erase it.

Restitution of the residency at Hermitage, Autrêches - Fr / with collective Parabole
/ 28th October 2017. Pictures by Patrick Bar and Fabien Guillermont.

Balance - 2017

Restitution of the Residency, at 50+ Contemporary Art Studio / in Longtan district,
Taoyuan - Tw / 24th December 2017. Pictures by Yang Xiwen.

When I was in Tawain, I used to practice some Kung-Fu. I thought about a close
relationship that may exists between this sport and performance. Kung-Fu requires
a perfect control of the mind and the body I never reached. Then, the aim was not
to replay what I tried to learn, but to play with the Kung-Fu imaginary.
I attached two bamboos to my head, and tried to balance myself while I was
moving in the street. The two sticks becomes stilts as much it handicap me. And
moves are airy as much they are heavy.

PIGS - 2018
As part of the event “La Nuit des
Idées” / with 50+ Contemporary Art
Studio / with TASA / with Bureau
Français de Taipei / at CKS Memorial
Hall, Taipei - Tw / 25th January 2018.
Pictures by Wei En Chang.
When I arrived in Taiwan, I noticed that pigs are very presents in marketplaces,
every day food, or even in the buddhist imaginary. After some researches, I
discovered a particular ritual that takes place every year in Taiwan, in glory of Shen
Dzu - or the God Pig. I felt interest by the image of the pig, venerate in Taiwan, but
also symbol of filthiness in Europe. It also reminded me the acronym PIGS (for
Portugal, Italy, Greece and Spain) used by some economic newspapers about the
crisis that mainly touched the southern countries of Europe.

Tarot - 2018
As part of the festival "The Kitchen
Strikes Back", at IPN, 30 rue des
Jumeaux, Toulouse - Fr / with IPN / the
28th March.
As part of the festival "Excentricités IX Coups, Écorchures, Cicatrices", at ISBA,
Besançon - Fr / with ISBA, Besançon /
the 5th April.

Then Taiwan became the catalyst of an action I thought about for few years. During
the performance, I wore a pig head and hosted it as a flag at the top of a
scaffolding. It was a way to understand and re-establish an animal (and its political
connotations) literally dragged through the mud.

In this performance, I asked someone to pull me up with a pulley. When I am the
higher I can be, I start moving on the floor. Their is a non-sens in the use of my
body : walking on the head, with the arms, or only by using my weight. I explore
the space and finally grab someone. Then the aim of the performance is to grab
someone else. This next person will have to snatch the trash bag I wear on my head.
Between BDSM picture and the quest for the other, a game is setting between me
and the public, a game of seduction, domination and submission ; a game of
frustration.
When the public refuses to act anymore with me, the game changes into a distress
call : « Someone ! Someone ! ». Then, few peoples come to help me.

Educational Background :
2017 Master of Visual Art in the ISBA, Besançon, France.
2015 Bachelor of Visual Art in the ISBA, Besançon, France.
2011 Diploma in mechanical and production engineering.
Additional trainings :
2016 Learning pottery in the ASFA, Athens, Greece.
2014 Training Day about Art, Economy and Trading in partnership with the ESC,
Dijon, France.
2013 Training about performance and perception of the body with Kendell Geers.
Workshops & Residencies :
2017
2nd Dec to 2nd Feb : Residency, at 50+ Contemporary Art Studio / with Yang Xiwen
& Wei En Chang / in Longtan district, Taoyuan, Taiwan.
15 to 29th October : Residency at l'Hermitage, Autrêches, France / with collective
"Parabole".
15 to 17th March : Workshop for "Locus Métropole 8" / with Antoine Boute / with
Cold Mountain / with ISBA Besançon - Le corps de l'artiste / at the Kunsthalle Mulhouse, France.
13 to 16th February : Workshop for "Fabrika Voxa" / ISBA - Besançon / with André
Eric Létourneau & Valentine Verhaeghe / with Cold Mountain.
2016
26 to 27th October : Technical Support on the event "Blago Bung" / with Valentine
Verhaeghe, Michel Collet & Thomas Perrin / at Emily Harvey Foundation - 537
Broadway #2, New York / with Cold Mountain.
March : Workshop for "Fabrika Voxa" / ISBA - Besançon / with Valerian Maly &
Valentine Verhaeghe.
2015
September : Workshop for "The Marathon" - Athens Performance Art Workshop /
Booze Cooperativa / Athens - Gr / with Dagmar I. Glausnitzer Smith, Zierle & Carter,
Andreas Pashias, Francesco Kiàis.
July & August : Training for performance, workshop with Andreas Pashias for
program "Erasmus+ Traineeship" / In collaboration with Institut Supérieur des
Beaux-Arts de Besançon / Athens – Gr.
Current 2015: Participation in the writing workshop with G.Picouet and F.Caravaca
in the hospital Saint-Jacques de Besançon.

Curatorial Projects
2018
August : Residency La Baraque / at La Baraque, Athose - Fr / with collective
Parabole / with Elsa Welfelé, Thomas Vinck, Melissa Didier & Maureen Colomar.
June : Residency Hermitage / at l'Hermitage - Le Lab / Autreches - Fr / with
collective Parabole / with Antoine Fevre-Burdy, Alice Bertrand Pereira, Dylan
Merlano-Leemans & Maud Caeiro.
May : Collective exhibition / at l'Atelier de l'Etoile / Besançon - Fr / with Collective
Parabole / with Thomas Vinck, Jean-Baptiste Fayol, Elsa Welfelé, Jo Errant, Itaka,
Dylan Merlano Leemans, Julien Bouley, François Compagnon, Fabien Guillermont &
Claude Boudeau.
May : Collective exhibition / at La Citronnade / Besançon - Fr / with Collective
Parabole / with François Compagnon, Elsa Welfelé, Dylan Merlano Leemans,
Thomas Vinck, Jean-Baptiste Fayol & Fabien Guillermont.
2016
14th October : Curator on the exhibition Super Position in a sexshop / with Solène
Collin & Nassime Jafari / 4 rue de la Viotte, Besançon - Fr / as part of the workshop
Non Profit Space / with Christophe Gaudard & Hugo Schüwer Boss / with ISBA Besançon.

Exhibitions and Festivals :
2018
30th June : Participation to the multidisciplinar event "Back to the trees #7" / at
Saint-Vit - Fr /with ISBA - Besançon & Elektrophonie / with the piece Sisyphe.
16th May : Participation to the exhibition for Parabole / with Parabole / with
Fabien Guillermont & Jean-Baptiste Fayol / with Sebastien Lemporte / at l'Atelier
de l'Etoile / with the piece Pressio #3.
5th April : Participation to the festival "Excentricités IX" / with ISBA Besançon / at
ISBA, Besançon / with the piece Tarot.
28th March : Participation to the festival "The Kitchen Strikes Back", at IPN, 30 rue
des Jumeaux, Toulouse / with IPN / with the piece Tarot.
25th January : Restitution of the Residency, at CKS Memorial Hall / with 50+
Contemporary Art Studio / with Yang Xiwen & Wei En Chang / with TASA / in Taipei,
Taiwan / with the piece PIGS.

2017
24th December : Restitution of the Residency, at 50+ Contemporary Art Studio / in
Longtan district, Taoyuan - Tw / with the piece Balance.
23th November : Participation to the collective exhibition "NO GOD NO MASTER" /
with Antoine Fevre Burdy & Laura Bouchez / at Le Gymnase, Fort Griffon, Besançon
- Fr / with the pieces Pressio #2 & Règlement.
28th October : Participation to the collective restitution, at L'Hermitage, Autrêches
- Fr / with collective Parabole / with the piece Enkidu.
23th September : Participation to the collective exhibition "L'art contemporain
peut-il être une fête ?" at l'Aspirateur, Narbonne - Fr / with the piece Bradan Feasa.
1th July : Participation to the multidisciplinar event "Back to the trees #6" / at
Chamblay - Fr /with ISBA, Besançon / with the piece Mandragore.
26th May : Participation to the exhibition SYMPOSIUM / with Julien Cadoret &
Laurent Devèze / at Project Space of the Athens School of Fine Arts, Athens, Gr.
11th April : Participation to the performance festival "ACT" / with HKB, Bern,
Switzerland / with ISBA Besançon, Fr / at Dampfzentrale, Bern - CH / with the
piece Règlement.
4 to 6th April : Participation to the performance festival "Excentricités 8" / with
ISBA Besançon / at l'Entrepôt, Besançon - Fr / with the piece Pressio #2.
17th March : Participation to the event "Locus Metropole 8" / restitution of the
workshop with Antoine Boute / with Cold Mountain / at Kunsthalle - Mulhouse, Fr.
16th February : Participation to the night "Fabrika Voxa" / at Espace Gantner,
Bourogne - Fr / with ISBA - Besançon & Cold Mountain / with the piece Cascade.
2016
25th July : Participation to the multidisciplinar event "Back to the trees #3" / at
Baraques du 14, Forêt de Chaux -Fr / with Saline Royale d'Arc-et-Senans and ISBA Besançon / with the piece Mandragora.
6th May : Participation in the festival "Libres Regards" / at Bar'Atteint des
Créatures, Belfort - Fr / 6th May - 2016 / with the piece Pressio #1.
2015
2nd November : "Tentations ou l’art de Vouivre" / Musée Comtois, Citadelle /
Besançon - Fr / with the piece Hermaphrodites.
19th September : The Marathon : Series of live performances / Booze Cooperativa
/ Athens - GR / with the piece Bradan Feasa.

